


Why We Ride 



In Patrick McNamara’s 13 years of life, he 
endured more than 15 brain surgeries, 
multiple rounds of chemotherapy and 
radiation treatments that made him lose his 
hair, a portion of his hearing and occasionally 
his energy, but never his winning spirit and 
love for family and friends. Patrick Thomas 
McNamara died at the age of 13, from a 
pediatric brain tumor disease known as 
ependymoma. Patrick was the child of Thomas 
and Deidre McNamara, the organizers of  
Pat Mac’s Pack.

Who is Pat Mac?   

Patrick (L) and his brother Tim 



The Pat Mac Ride brings caring and committed people together each 
year to celebrate the life of Patrick McNamara through an annual 
100K bike ride. The Pat Mac Ride raises funds for pediatric brain 

tumor research and to assist young brain tumor patients 
and their families.  



Our History   
The Pat Mac Ride originated in the spring of  2014 
when a group of riders from St. Barnabas parish 
where Patrick McNamara attended grammar school 
chose to transform their annual ride into an 
opportunity to honor Patrick. With the blessing of  
Tom and Dee McNamara, Pat’s Pedaling Pack was 
created. Today men and women continue to hit the 
road each year raising funds our important cause. 



Pat Mac’s Pack is a 503(b) charitable foundation established in memory of 
Patrick Thomas McNamara, who died at the age of 13 after an eleven-year 
battle with recurrent brain tumors. The main purpose of Pat Mac’s Pack is 
to raise funds for pediatric brain tumor research. These funds will be used 
to support various projects including drug research and development, and 
the advancement of novel surgical procedures used to treat pediatric brain 
tumors. The organization also provides funds to assist young brain tumor 
patients and their families. In addition, our foundation works to raise 
awareness about the devastation of this disease.

Pat Mac’s Pack Mission Statement 



Why We Ride 

The funds generated through our annual 100K Bike Ride are very important to the 
mission of Pat Mac’s Pack.  It enables us to support critical brain tumor research and 
provide assistance directly to the families of young children who are battling cancer.

The funds generated through our annual 100K Bike Ride enables Pat Mac’s Pack to 
support critical brain tumor research and provide assistance directly to 

the families of young children who are battling cancer.



Leaders Of The Pack 
Each year riders recognize and celebrate the 
Leaders Of The Pack, children who face the 

challenges of pediatric brain tumors. 



Since our inaugural 100K Ride in 2014, 
Pat’s Pedaling Pack and our sponsors have raised over 

$1,120,000
Join us in 2023 as a rider or a sponsor and together we can 
continue to help find a cure for pediatric brain tumors and 

assist young brain tumor patients and their families

Making An Impact



2014 Pat’s Pedaling Pack

44 Riders  $25,000 funds raised  



2015 Pat’s Pedaling Pack

78 Riders  $51,000 funds raised  



2016 Pat’s Pedaling Pack 

91 Riders  $63,000 funds raised  



2017 Pat’s Pedaling Pack 

125 Riders  $125,000 funds raised  



2018 Pat’s Pedaling Pack 

174 Riders  $145,000 funds raised  



2019 Pat’s Pedaling Pack 

197 Riders  $185,000 funds raised  



2021 Pat’s Pedaling Pack 

196 Riders  $240,000 funds raised  



2022 Pat’s Pedaling Pack 

230 Riders  $285,000 funds raised  



of all funds raised are used to 
support pediatric brain tumor 
research and provide funding 
to financially distressed 
families of patients suffering 
from pediatric brain cancer   

100%









Help Us Finish Strong in 2023! 





Thank You!
www.patmacspack.org


